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Abstract 
 

A life time random variable which assumes a size biased Lomax model is considered as a measurable quality characteristic. In this paper,  

Decision lines are estimated using Analysis of Means (ANOM) technique for size biased Lomax distribution. Results are discussed 

through examples based on real data. Also, the results are compared with that of Shewart control charts. 
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1. Introduction 

Many researchers of statistical quality control will generally use 

the well-known control charts proposed by Shewart. Shewart de-

veloped decision lines under the supposition that the quality char-

acteristic assumes normal distribution. These constants are not 

advisable to adopt if the underlined quality characteristic is pro-

posed to follow any non- symmetric distribution. A process which 

is an alternative to normal is to be considered.  

It was noticed from the earlier research investigations that size 

biased Lomax distribution is one such type of skewed distribution 

that was not concentrated by researchers to construct the decision 

lines.It is also observed from the earlier studies that for reliability 

and life testing studies Size biased Lomax distribution (SBLD) is 

also a better model.  Therefore, construction of control charts us-

ing SBLD is desirable, if a the lifetime random variable assuming 

the data of quality nature. In view of that an attempt is made to 

construct control charts for Analysis of Means (ANOM). Non-

normal probability model to establish quality control procedures 

are originated by different researchers. 

 The research investigations in this direction are Edgeman (1989) 

[1] derived Inverse Gaussian control charts, Chan and Cui (2003) 

[2]      n      wn     o      on     n            o     w     s-

tributions, Rao R. S and Kantam. (2008) [3] chosen the double 

exponential probability model and find the variable decision lines 

for process mean. Various references of control charts for ANOM 

includes ([4] - [17]). 

In this research paper, an attempt is made to discuss the notion of 

control charts for individual observations is made use to develop a 

graphical technique called analysis of means (ANOM) is present-

ed in Section 2.   Construction of Control Limits for Analysis of 

Means (ANOM) using SBLD is established in Section 3.  A com-

parative study of ANOM with normal population is also made for 

some examples in Section 4. Section 5 deals with Summary and 

conclusions. 

2. Analysis of Means (ANOM) 

The common tool for quality control practitioner is the Shewart 

control chart. The presence of assignable cause indicates a possi-

bility of an improvement in the process if the corrective is known.  

Suppose the corrective is not known, it is an indication of the non-

homogeneity for which a control chart is to be established for that 

particular statistic of the subgroup.  For example, if the proposed 

statistic is sample mean, this leads to non-homogeneity of process 

mean representing departures from target mean. This type of in-

vestigation is generally studied with the help of means (ANOM) 

to split the subgroup means into various homogeneous sub catego-

ries and those are non-homogeneous among the groups, under an 

assumption that the probability model of the variate is normal.  

 

We have already noticed that any statistical method if needs to be 

applied for a non-normal data separate evaluation is essential. Ott 

(1967) [18] identified that for comparing to observe weather  the 

overall mean deviates significantly from a group of treatment 

means. In this process decision lines are constructed to compare 

the overall mean with the sample mean values. If all the sample 

means are within the decision lines it is regarded as the grand 

mean not significantly differ the sample means. The grand mean is 

said to be differ significantly from the sample mean if some values 

are outside the decision lines. 

  

One can assess simultaneously the significance of samples as well 

as the statistical significance through ANOM chart; of course, 

conceptually it is also like a control chart which portrays decision 

lines. 

The notion of control chart for averages for adopting ANOM pro-

cedure will be taken in the other direction, grouping of plotted 

means to fall outside the control limits or within the decision lines. 
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There is an indication of non-homogeneity of means, if all the 

means fall outside the decision lines, or else we may say there is 

an existence of homogeneity among the means. In this paper, we 

consider the data variate which is supposed to assume Size Biased 

Lomax Distribution and construct ANOM procedure suggested by 

Ott (1967). 

 

Suppose if we take the confidence coefficient as (1- α),     p oba-

bility that the subgroup averages spread between the decision lines 

should be (1-α).  T   p ob b l  y      m n  b  om   nth power of 

the probability that a subgroup average will fall between the deci-

sion lines if we assumes the independence of the subgroup. Also, 

it is an indication that, the confidence interval for mean to stay 

between two probabilities as:  P L / 2 ix   and 

 P U / 2nx   , for the sampling distribution . By considering 

SBLD as a underlined probability distribution, we implemented 

the same procedure to construct the control limits. 

 

3. Control Limits for Analysis of Means 

(ANOM) 

The pdf and cdf of the size biased Lomax distribution are respec-

tively given in equations 3.1 and 3.2 below: 
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w     α  n  σ        p   n     l  p   m         p ctively. 

 

Consider a sample of size n from the SBLD which are the means 

of the k subgroups,  say,
 1 2, ,...... kx x x .

 

Using this probability model construct the decision lines as that 

we prepare control charts for normal population. Take (1-α)    

confidence coefficient along with the probability statements (3.3) 

and (3.4) we may construct the control chart constants.  

P { LCL < ix Ɐ   =1  o   < UCL}                                           (3.3)  

 

If subgroups becomes independent  

 

  1/
i (1 ) kP LCL x UCL    

                                                
(3.4) 

One can find the two constants L* and U* with equi-tailed proba-

bility for each subgroup average, we can see that 

    1 (1 )* *
2

k
P x L P x Ui i

 
   

 

Because of the symmetric nature of normal distribution, U* = -L*, 

whereas in case of skewed populations U* and L* to be calculated 

individually from the sampling distribution of means, ix . There-

fore, for our SBLD these two limits found separately and it de-

pends on the number of sub  oup  „ ‟  n       ub  oup   z  „n‟.  

Fo      v n v lu   o  „n‟  n  „ ‟, at different level of significances, 

applying the equations 3.3 and 3.4, we obtained the constants L* 

and U* and are presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3. 

 

A quality chart for means   y n  „In Con  ol‟ decision indicates 

that all the subgroup means though vary among themselves are 

homogenous with respect to any type. This is exactly the null hy-

pothesis in an ANOVA technique. Therefore, the values in Tables 

1, 2 and 3 will be applied as an alternative to ANOVA process. 

We have chosen some examples for testing the similarity of aver-

ages involved in each of them. These examples are verified for the 

goodness of fit for SBLD using Q-Q plot technique.  

 

While dealing with the numerical examples we are finding the 

upper decision line (UDL) and lower decision line (LDL) to     

accept or reject the samples, where LDL = LCL x  and 

UDL = UCL x  

4. Comparative Study: ANOM of SBLD VS 

Normal Distribution 

Example 1: A metal manufacturer observed differences in iron 

content of 5 suppliers that are given in the following table 4. From 

each of the supplier five ingots were selected randomly.  The data 

of the table indicates the iron determinations on each ingot in per-

cent by weight. Test the given 25 observations weather the five 

suppliers maintaining the same content of the material.  

 

 

 
 

Example 3: The investigations on concentrations obtained by 4 

catalysts that result the concentration of one in a 3 component 

liquid mixture are shown in table 6. Observe the concentration at 

5% los, that the 4 Catalysts have the same effect on concentration. 
 

 

Table 6: Concentrations of Four Catalysts  
 

Catalyst 

1 2 3 4 

58.2 56.3 50.1 52.9 

57.2 54.5 54.2 49.9 

58.4 57.0 55.4 50.0 

55.8 55.3 54.9 51.7 

 

Goodness of fit: The Q-Q plot (correlation coefficient) technique 

was adopted for finding the goodness of fit to these three exam-

ples given in Table 7 below. It is noticed that there is a significant 

linear relationship between sample and population quantiles. 

Therefore SBLD is proved as a better probability model. 
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Table 7: Correlation Coefficient Values 

 
Size biased Lomax 

distribution 

Normal distribu-

tion 

Example 1 (n = 25) 0.9024 0.206750 

Example 2 (n = 15) 0.8098 0.414920 

Example 3 (n = 16) 0.8015 0.444710 

 

The control limits are constructed for these observations in each 

table as a single sample, for both Normal and SBLD populations 

and verified the homogeneity of means. 

 

By using the above three examples we found the LDL, UDL val-

ues and the coverage probabilities for both normal distribution as 

well as SBLD are evaluated and are presented in the following 

Table 8 and Table 9. The conclusions are discussed in section 5. 

 
Table 8:  Coverage Probabilities with respect to Normal distribution 

 
 

Table 9: Coverage probabilities with respect to SBLD 

.  

5. Summary and Conclusions  

Analysis of Means control chart is clearly varies from the ordinary 

control lines because Shewart chart procedure is an usual test of 

hypothesis where as ANOM chart is used to discriminate the vari-

ation between specific causes of variation and common causes of 

variation.   To evaluate the competence of the data, these two ap-

proaches are complementing each other.  Using ANOM technique, 

the percentiles of sampling distribution of means in the samples 

from SBLD are calculated. It is also observed that Size biased 

Lomax distribution is a preferable when compared with the Nor-

mal by the Q-Q plot correlation coefficient of each data set with 

normal as well as SBLD distinctly which showed in Table 7 of 

correlation coefficients.  

 

Hence we may conclude that, all the means to be homogeneous 

with the help of SBLD (Since no observation is found outside the 

decision lines) is a better decision than some means to be away 

from homogeneity while applying normal, Therefore Analysis of 

Means procedure is preferable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Size biased Lomax distribution constants for analysis of means 

(σ=1, 1-α =0.90) 

 

 

Table 2: Size biased Lomax distribution constants for analysis of means 

(σ=1, 1-α =0.95) 

 
 

Table 3: Size biased Lomax distribution constants for analysis of means 

(σ=1, 1-α =0.99) 
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